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Three Wolves Mountain (Yaoi Manga)
Goat spirit Roi is in love with his master, the beautiful fire god Xiu. He knows he shouldnʼt have those kinds of feelings and so is shocked when Xiu suddenly tells Roi he feels the same for him. Roi hopes that their peaceful everyday existence will continue undisturbed, but then he gets attacked by a demon. Injured in a way that prevents him from maintaining his human form, Roi is forced to return
to his ugly goat form. Unable to go back his master's side, what will Roi do? -- VIZ Media
Only one omega can give the king an heir needed to save his kingdom…and save himself… Wolf king Edric Rylan is forced to marry, not for love, but to avoid the destruction of his family's dynasty. A prophecy he doesn't entirely believe has forced his hand. Either he marries a werewolf from the Silvius bloodline and produces an heir, or his kingdom is finished. Edric rules the most powerful wolf
kingdom in the U.S., and he's not about to watch everything he's built fall to pieces. But he faces big problems. First, the Silvius royal family was completely wiped out in his grandfather's era. Second, he's gay. That complicates things when it comes to the nitty-gritty of making an heir. Fortunately, an eccentric old wolf seer has found a solution: a male omega wolf named Julian Wilson̶the offspring
of a werewolf and a human̶who can have a child. The omega is illegitimate, born on the wrong side of the sheets, and grew up around humans, but he has Silvius blood in his veins. Edric knows his duty. He must mate this omega and produce his heir to stop the prophecy…and then he'll decide whether to keep the omega or exile him back to the human world. But Julian is like no wolf he's ever
met̶not only hauntingly beautiful but unassuming, genuine…and kind. The omega is dangerous, but he's only a threat to Edric's rigid way of seeing the world...and to his heart. Julian Wilson feels like a nobody. He works the drive-thru window at a fast-food joint, struggling to pay for night classes at the community college. So when a limo rolls up and he's offered money to meet with a king, he's
sure it's a scam or a joke. Then he loses his job. Desperate, he agrees to meet King Edric...and immediately regrets it. The alpha wolf is so handsome and sexy that Julian has to stop himself from drooling over a man who could star in his fantasies. When the king asks for Julian's hand in marriage to avoid a ruinous prophecy, he nearly falls over. Julian doesn't believe in prophecy, and this might
turn out to be a loveless arranged marriage, but he's at the end of his rope. At least sex with Edric will be hot, Julian will live in a palace, and he can do more good in the world as mate to a king than he ever could alone. Julian knows his duty. He must give this king his heir, doing his best to protect the child he carries inside. Soon Julian is pregnant and discovers far more depth and passion to his
mate than he first realized, even if the alpha doesn't like humans. Edric would be an easy man to fall in love with... But there are wolves within the royal court seeking to end the union of a king and a tainted-blood omega and will stop at nothing to rip their love apart. Reader note: contains M/M Mpreg, wolf shifters, hot romance elements, and male male love
Vald finally discovers the one responsible for placing the curse upon his sword, Yug Verlind, and itʼs none other than court mage Limris?! Shocked and confused, Vald is then faced with his greatest threat yet as the immensely powerful sorcerer Asterdol wrenches his soul out of his body. His demon half, now in complete control, goes on a rampage, and Vald faces the real possibility of losing his
soul forever! -- VIZ Media
Kusumoto takes off the gloves in this graphic novel compilation of the main title Wild Butterfly. In a time of war, Oliver finds himself as an adjutant professor at school. When Mikhail, another teacher, arrives, the once somber and bleak campus becomes filled with new life. Soon the classroom meant to house classes on the imperial order begins to emit children's laughter!
Sword and Mist, Vol. 1 (Yaoi Manga)
Love in Limbo, Vol. 1 (Yaoi Manga)
Yebisu Celebrities
Three Wolves Mountain (Yaoi Manga)
Close the Last Door
Families come in many shapes and sizes, and these three are no different! Takemura is a loner with little interest in socializing with others. Bullied in high school for being gay, he prefers to spend time by himself so he won't get hurt again. When he runs into his bright, friendly coworker Natsui in the supermarket, he's surprised to find out that he's a single father... and even more surprised to be invited to dinner, with no room to decline! Kuma
is a good guy, but due to his constant scowl and rough appearance is often dismissed as a deadbeat. When he oversees his friend's older brother break up with his boyfriend, Yagi, Kuma becomes intrigued with this attractive stranger and slowly, his curiosity begins to blossom into a crush. Kodama is a reserved psychology major who is approached by the loud, outgoing Harada when he falls ill on his way home. It turns out the two of them study
at the same university, and Harada insists the two become friends. But as they spend more time with one another, Kodama begins to question how he truly feels. Follow three very different relationships in this intimate collection of short Boys Love stories.
"I always looked at his profile from hre. It's where he shouted at me, and where our eyes would suddenly meet was here. The place where we first kissed. That's right, and on top of that, there's only despair."
Hina's giant secret is in jeopardy! He's the head of a family who are descendants of the wolf, and not even his friends on the student council know his strange legacy. But when Hina starts sneaking out during the full moon, it's only a matter of time before things get deliciously complicated! And what will happen if animal instinct finally overrides human control?
When Ukyo rescues a stray dog and names it Kuro, he soon learns that he may have found a rare breed - his new dog can talk and magically transform into a hunky human With his new dog now taking the form of a hot man and licking him in various places, what is Ukyo supposed to do?"
The Bed of My Dear King (Yaoi Manga)
That Was Good
Crimson Spell, Vol. 6 (Yaoi Manga)
Cats Love Water
Ai No Kusabi - The Space Between
A suite of emotionally resonant, romantic stories told by a critically acclaimed manga creator. In “The Bed of My Dear King,” an electrician called to a remote job deep in the mountains discovers the startling reasons behind the behavior of the house’s lone occupant, an eccentric young sculptor. In “Cherry,” an overachieving high school student forms an unexpected bond with a laid-back classmate. And in “Flowers,” the secrets
surrounding a tragic death lead to an unexpected, and poignant, resolution. -- VIZ Media
Rivals Kai and Toga must reconcile their differences when forced to work as sales team mascots together, and they soon discover that, despite their differences, they are wild about each other.
Ogata is a shortstop for the baseball team, the Tokyo Elephants. A new rookie pitcher named Uno is popular among the team. But for some reason, Uno is cold only to Ogata. Ogata is worried that it's his sexual orientation that is keeping Uno away. So one day Ogata decides to confront Uno. But what he finds out from Uno is completely different from what he expected!
Hiroto, a part-timer without a steady job, is on his lunch break in the park when a cute little boy appears in front of him and stares enviously at Hiroto's lunch. The child looks so irresistibly cute and hungry, Hiroto shares his lunch with the boy. When the child's father, Suguru, finally shows up and sees his picky-eater son enjoying a meal, he offers Hiroto a housekeeping job! The father is a pilot and cannot be home all the time, and
needs a caretaker for the boy and their beautiful home. Just as things start going well for Hiroto, he begins to fall for Suguru...and learns that the previous housekeeper had to resign because of romantic involvement with the dashing pilot! Can Hiroto keep his emotions in check?
The Wolf King Needs an Heir: M/M Omega Mpreg Romance
2-in-1 Edition
Chapter 1
Starting with a Kiss, Vol. 1 (Yaoi Manga)
Baseball Heaven

Satoru is used to being alone. Ever since high school, he has lived his life without anyone else. Then one rainy night he encounters a stranded stranger. Taking him in, he unexpectedly finds that being alone is not what he wants at all, and that what he wants may just be within his grasp. But does Reiji feel the same way? And will Reiji's family accept it when they discover where he is? A
selection of angsty romance stories by master mangaka Masara Minase, published in English for the very first time!
Chihiro drifts through life with no purpose, going from girl to girl, until one day he finds an abandoned kitten in a box. He quickly falls in love with little Shiro and couldn’t imagine his life without her. One evening, Chihiro finds Shiro has fallen ill. While searching aimlessly for an animal hospital, he runs into Kumazawa, a local vet who takes Shiro into his care. Watching Kumazawa in
action, Chihiro realizes he wishes to learn the value of life and asks Kumazawa to consider hiring him at the vet clinic. Kumazawa agrees, but only if Chihiro serves as his live-in housekeeper. Has Chihiro finally found his purpose in life, or will living with the handsome vet be a little too much to handle? -- VIZ Media
Three Wolves Mountain (Yaoi Manga)SuBLime
When a playboy falls for a nerd, chemistry results in an explosive reaction! Playboy Maya catches studious Nemugasa cheating on a test, and to ensure his silence, Maya blackmails Nemugasa into doing whatever he wants! But is this merely just a ruse so Maya can spend more alone time with him? It’s been a while since Maya and Nemu have had any alone time, so they can’t help but
go a little overboard when they finally see each other! But later that same night when Maya’s friend Ruka has a severe asthma attack, Maya sneaks out to help him, and when Nemu asks him the next morning where he went, Maya quickly changes the subject. Is a bad habit from Maya’s playboy days rearing its ugly head? And what will Nemu do when he finds out the truth?
Tyrant Falls in Love Volume 11 (Yaoi Manga)
Hell & High Water
Bad Teacher's Equation
Secret XXX (Yaoi Manga)
It Begins With Goodbye (Yaoi / BL Manga)

Iwaki Kyousuke and Katou Yoji are two hugely popular adult film stars looking for a way out of the industry. Their chance arrives when they’re both invited to audition for a new erotic film. Imagine their surprise when the director decides the only way for him to choose who will get the coveted lead role is for them to perform one of the film’s love scenes on the spot—with each other! Things get even crazier when Katou decides to take drastic measures to ensure
he can continue seeing Iwaki after film production wraps. How will Iwaki respond to Katou’s impulsive act? -- VIZ Media
Now that the wolf and the tiger are a couple, they are looking at moving forward in their life together. But when Wolf's father joins forces with a conniving nephew and the two put together a nefarious plan to break up the happy couple, can their love survive?
Riki's stumbled his way into the upper class's neighborhood?! Guy, who's hot on his trail, is shocked to discover that Iason is Riki's patron. However, before Riki's eyes, Iason announces "Riki is my pet" in a display of dominion over him. Blinded by his jealousy, Gai kidnaps Riki and challenges Iason to a no-holds-barred confrontation. Master and pet...love forged in the bonds of a twisted relationship - this is the stunning conclusion of Ai no Kusabi!
Roi, a black goat spirit, is getting bullied when out of nowhere he’s rescued by the beautiful fire god Xiu. Xiu gives Roi the ability to take human form, and a grateful Roi decides to serve Xiu as his new master. Now by Xiu’s side every day, Roi wishes to become more than just his servant. Painfully aware of just how ugly he is, Roi believes Xiu could never care about him, and one day something happens to bring Xiu's wrath down on Roi. What must he do to
gain the fire god’s favor? -- VIZ Media
Man's Best Friend (Yaoi) Inu mo Aruke ba Fall in Love
Candy
Midnight Stranger, Vol. 1 (Yaoi Manga)
Don't Be Cruel
Mangatopia: Essays on Manga and Anime in the Modern World

What would you do if your crush of many years suddenly got married?! After attending his beloved Saitoh's wedding, broken-hearted Nagai gets a little too drunk for his own good and lands himself in a hotel room with the bride's guest, Honda. To top things off, just when he thought he was getting over things over things he finds out that newlywed
Saitoh's bride has run away. What will become of this developing love-triangle?
Graduation is looming for Atsushi, and Masami is having second thoughts about the deal he's made and the kiss that's the reward. Is he reluctant to kiss him because he truly wants to reject Atsushi, or is he afraid to concede other feelings towards Atsushi, given that after graduation there will be no barrier between them entering a romantic
relationship? It's going to be all or nothing in the final not-to-be-missed volume of Kodaka Kazuma's classic Boy's Love story!
A “tail” of supernatural romance! Reads R to L (Japanese Style) for mature audiences. Way up in the mountains, far from any major cities or towns, Kaya Susugi runs a small cafe by day and guards a haunted cemetery by night. Then, one night, he comes across werewolf brothers Taro and Jiro. Cheerful but klutzy younger brother Jiro quickly falls
head over heels for the capable loner Kaya. What results is a dive into the hot, tail-twitching delight of werewolf mating season!
Since their parents moved overseas, Toru, Hajime, and their little brother Futaba have lived together alone in the Katsuragi house. Then, suddenly, their problematic cousin Takara arrives! Palpitation and anticipation under one roof!
Gentleman's Agreement Between a Rabbit and A Wolf
Embracing Love, Vol. 3 (Yaoi Manga)
Ambiguous Relationship
Mr. Tiger and Mr. Wolf
Pathos
When Haruka Fujinami starts his job at Yebisu Graphics he takes an immediate dislike to his tyrannical boss, Mr. Daijou. Haruka is given the most menial tasks imaginable and is subjected to Daijou's verbal abuses as well, but oddly enough, he learns that his attraction to his boss grows with each new humiliation. Will Haruka finally stand up to Daijou and assert himself, or will he completely surrender his body and soul to the tall,
dark stranger?
"Asaka is a dedicated wedding planner who will do anything to guarantee his clients' happiness. Sadly, his own love life has all but vanished thanks to his ridiculous work schedule! But when Asaka's first patron resurfaces, the precious spark of true love may finally fly for him. Can he plan the perfect affair...or will it just have to happen by chance?"--Cover.
Zhen, a Wolf assassin, meets a beautiful courtesan while in pursuit of his latest target. Thinking she may be useful, he uses her to get closer to his quarry only to find out that “she” is actually a “he”—another Wolf assassin named Wu. What will happen to the two rivals now that they’ve flirted and even kissed?! It’s assassin on assassin as the Wolves grapple with their destiny and each other. -- VIZ Media
Once again, passions flare as Iwaki's and Katou’s lives are turned upside down by the antics of their new personal assistant, Asano. The devious newcomer misses no opportunity to drive a wedge between the star-crossed lovers, and he takes full advantage of the friction he’s created between them. This volume contains the popular bonus side story “Winter Cicada” as well as additional stories about a romantic honeymoon and
a photo shoot that turns sexy! -- VIZ Media
Gay's Anatomy
Would You Like to Be a Family?
Wild Butterfly
Crimson Spell, Vol. 1 (Yaoi Manga)

Fascinating insights on what Japanese manga and anime mean to artists, audiences, and fans in the United States and elsewhere, covering topics that range from fantasy to sex to politics. • Contributions from knowledgeable commentators about manga and anime from the United States, Canada, and Europe • Photographs and
illustrations • Reference lists within the individual chapters and the introduction • Two glossaries define terms specific to Japanese manga genres
Calen, who has no memory beyond being a soldier, begins his new life in Limbo with a caretaker named Makoto. To atone for his sins, Calen has been given the powers of a reaper and tasked with guiding and protecting the souls of the dead. As he works alongside the purehearted Makoto, Calen begins to develop feelings for him. But
will those feelings change once he learns Makoto’s true nature? -- VIZ Media
Watanuki is one of the sharpest art directors at Yebisu Graphics and is currently in a long-term relationship with workaholic surgeon, Kanou. As men in their 30s, a relationship of this nature is risky to both their careers and social standing. To make matters worse, Watanuki is under pressure by his family to get married... to
someone else! Can these two make their relationship work, or will they crack under the pressure? -- VIZ Media
Kei Kurosu, the ordinary office worker, is a being that feeds from humans' life force. Since men with strong libido have stronger life forces, usually he also sleeps with them.One day, Kei bumped into a handsome mixed-race hotel owner, Shou, who suddenly took Kei to his room and said, "I've finally found you again. It has been 20
years since the time you left our house and tell me to find you". Despite Kei having no memory about that promise at all, Shou keeps pursuing him and his body!For some reason, Kei could not use his memory modification on Shou. Moreover, he started getting addicted to Shou's taste... What actually happened in their past?Will the
love born between these two different beings last forever?
Honey Darling (Yaoi Manga)
Teach Me Tutor
Wild Honey
Given, Vol. 1 (Yaoi Manga)
Yebisu Celebrities, Vol. 2 (Yaoi Manga)
Tohru, the son of a yakuza boss, is sent into exile on a deserted island for his own protection during a gang feud. Fiery and impetuous, he isn't thrilled to be sidelined when he'd rather be in the fight, and is even less thrilled that Mutsumi, son of the gang's second in command, is going with him. The serious, studious Mutsumi is Tohru's opposite in every way, and it doesn't take long before the sparks between them begin to fly! -- VIZ Media
Shohei loves bunnies! He loves them so much he’s even taken to volunteering at a local pet shop. Store owner Mito is as sweet and kind as the fuzzy critters he cares for, and it’s not long before Shohei finds himself wanting to cuddle with him as much as the bunnies! But Shohei is hiding a dangerous secret, one that makes this dream an unlikely reality. -- VIZ Media
Dreamy neurosurgeon Tsuda is in a passionate relationship with fellow doctor Shiraishi. But when a steamy new patient shows up and wants to play doctor with Shiraishi, their love is put to the test.
Ritsuka Uenoyama is bored with it all—with school, with his basketball club, and even with his one true passion: playing guitar. That is, until the day he finds his favorite hidden napping spot occupied by a strange boy cradling a broken-stringed guitar. At first, Uenoyama is nonplussed by Mafuyu Sato and his slightly odd behavior, but when, on a whim, he asks Mafuyu to sing, the power of that song pierces him to the core. -- VIZ Media
Essays on Manga and Anime in the Modern World
About Love
The Trouble with Strangers
Embracing Love, Vol. 1 (Yaoi Manga)
Midnight Stranger, Vol. 2 (Yaoi Manga)

Upon wielding an ancient sword that has been passed down through his royal family for generations, Prince Vald is struck by a curse that turns him into a demon! In search of guidance, Vald appeals to the powerful sorcerer Halvi for help, and the two set out on a journey to break the curse. However, there is one thing the handsome sorcerer is keeping secret from the young prince—the raging demon that Vald turns into every night can only be calmed when Halvi satisfies his
lust! And so begins their epic journey in search of clues to break the young prince’s curse. -- VIZ Media
A young man is strangely drawn to two older vampires.
Action. Comedy. Romance. And that one weird guy. When homicide detective Dexter J. Daley's testimony helps send his partner away for murder, the consequences - and the media frenzy - aren't far behind. He soon finds himself sans boyfriend, sans friends, and, after an unpleasant encounter in a parking garage after the trial, he's lucky he doesn't find himself sans teeth. Dex fears he'll get transferred from the Human Police Force's Sixth Precinct, or worse, get dismissed.
Instead, his adoptive father - a sergeant at the Therian-Human Intelligence Recon Defense Squadron otherwise known as the THIRDS - pulls a few strings, and Dex gets recruited as a Defense Agent. Dex is determined to get his life back on track and eager to get started in his new job. But his first meeting with Team Leader Sloane Brodie, who also happens to be his new jaguar Therian partner, turns disastrous. When the team is called to investigate the murders of three
HumaniTherian activists, it soon becomes clear to Dex that getting his partner and the rest of the tightknit team to accept him will be a lot harder than catching the killer - and every bit as dangerous.
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